
THE CHALLENGE
IT organizations tasked with digital transformation 
initiatives are under intense pressure to deliver return on 
investment, especially during uncertain economic times. 
Identifying the highest value application modernization 
opportunities is half the battle. Without a focused effort, 
and rapid execution, the potential for scope creep and 
project delays grows.

THE SOLUTION
Presidio understands that application innovation 
drives business outcomes. We specialize in delivering 
applications that drive a differentiated and flexible 
customer experience at scale. Presidio’s Azure Application 
Innovation Assessment helps clients focus on those 
value-maximizing opportunities. We do this by diving 
deep into the code of a select set of targeted applications 
and migrating those onto the Azure cloud.

OUR APPROACH
Presidio works with clients to identify up to five targeted 
on-premise applications to modernize based on the 
“5 R’s of Rationalization”: Rehost, Refactor, Rearchitect, 
Rebuild, and Replace. Our Azure Application Innovation 
Assessment prioritizes innovation opportunities based 
on the following strategies: 

KEY BENEFITS
In 4-6 short weeks, Presidio will perform a deep-dive 
analysis of up to five targeted applications and their 
respective infrastructure. We conduct interviews with 
each stakeholder to identify the business value and 
plan for a move to Azure. We develop a cohesive 
modernization strategy, reference architecture, gap 
analysis and DevOps evaluation. At the culmination 
of the engagement we will deliver:

◆ Detailed migration and strategy plan

◆ Cloud Readiness / Adoption report

◆ Architecture recommendation

◆ Cloud Adoption Framework Governance analysis 
and DevOps recommendations

◆ Cost estimate for Azure migration

◆ Azure usage cost estimate

PRICE: $30,000

WHY PRESIDIO
Presidio is a global digital services and solutions provider 
accelerating business transformation through secured 
technology modernization. Highly skilled teams of 
engineers and solutions architects with deep expertise 
across cloud, security, networking, and modern data 
center infrastructure help customers acquire, deploy, 
and operate technology that delivers impactful business 
outcomes. Presidio is a trusted strategic advisor with 
a flexible full life cycle model of professional, managed, 
and support and staffing services to help execute, secure, 
operationalize and maintain technology solutions. 
For more information, visit www.presidio.com.
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